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Name :

Capitalization

mistakes

Punctuation

mistakes

Spelling

mistakes

Use the proofreading marks to correct the sentences. Write the 

number of mistakes in each category.

Proofreading Marks2) Jeremy bought books pencils and erasers from the 

store

3) My Dad took me to the mall

5) Who thought you spanish?

6) Greg loves rainbo sundae.

7) This houze was built by grandpa.

4) The !er was put out by the Fire!ghters.

10) Many companys begin new projects after christmas.

9) the boys were playing in the bakyard.

1) who left the garage door open

8) Lorraine borowed Gullivers Travels from the library.

Add quotation marks.“ “

Add a comma.,

It’s a spelling mistake.

Capitalize it.

Add a period.

Add a question mark.?

Add an apostrophe.‘

How many mistakes are there?
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Answer key
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Name :

Capitalization

mistakes

7 7

Punctuation

mistakes

7

Spelling

mistakes

Use the proofreading marks to correct the sentences. Write the 

number of mistakes in each category.

Proofreading Marks2) Jeremy bought books pencils and erasers from the 

store , ,

3) My Dad took me to the mall

5) Who thought you spanish?

6) Greg loves rainbo sundae.

7) This houze was built by grandpa.

4) The !er was put out by the Fire!ghters.

10) Many companys begin new projects after christmas.

9) the boys were playing in the bakyard.

1) who left the garage door open ?

8) Lorraine borowed Gullivers Travels from the library.
‘ ““

Add quotation marks.“ “

Add a comma.,

It’s a spelling mistake.

Capitalize it.

Add a period.

Add a question mark.?

Add an apostrophe.‘

How many mistakes are there?
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